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Abstract
The leadership and human resources are two major factors, which cannot be ignored in the substantial growth of higher education institutions. A person joins a higher education institution with motivation and certain intentions, which include job security, good income, and better prospects for professional and personal development in the future. It is the responsibility of the leadership of the institution to be familiar with these basic facts and to take such steps, which not only take the business to the next level, but it should also encourage the employees to push hard for their professional and personal growth. Nevertheless, it is not easy to achieve the objective of lacking proper administration and collective efforts of the workforce. The purpose of this review paper is to highlight the role of leadership, which directly or indirectly makes an impact on the efficiency of human resources to achieve a high level of job satisfaction in Higher Education Institutions.
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1. Introduction
Higher education is contributing to every aspect of the professional, technical, and social sector for its long term development through dynamic literature and research. This phenomenon is promoting the institutions to grow day by day in this competitive era. Strong competition amongst the higher education institutions and their purpose to reach top positions among the world ranking institutions make the human resource management in universities just as challenging as it is in the private sector (Sarip & Royo, 2014), which is pushing the institutions to provide quality education of international standard, and remarkable services to the stakeholders.

As a matter of fact, it is visionary commitment, accomplishments, and behavior of the leadership that attracts and motivates the talent regardless of gender, race, religion, and nationality to join and contribute to the development of the industry. This also implies the responsibility to the leadership to extend every support to the employees in general, which may be needed to address their concerns with regard to job satisfaction and their personal growth because satisfied human resources would produce higher performance in the best possible time, which leads to amplify productivity. Whereas, lacking job satisfaction results in a low level of employee dedication, which will affect productivity and the accomplishment of organizational objectives (Rast & Tourani, 2012). Similarly, studies have shown that
formal leadership qualities and behavior in higher education substantiate that leaders and leadership are essential to improve the learning and teaching, governance, significance, and success of institutions imparting higher education (Hofmeyer et al., 2015).

The leadership is extensively believed a significant element for the substantial growth, poor growth, breakdown, or failure of an organization (Oladipo et al., 2013; Northouse, 2015). The higher education institutions are not an exception in this case, where effective leaders and leadership behavior are considered critical for the academic and administrative performance of the institution. This becomes factual when higher education institutions face numerous challenges in terms of noteworthy decrease in public support, contradictory opinions about the purpose of higher education, opportunities presented by latest technologies for teaching and learning, and a competitive global economy changing at a rapid pace (Gigliotti & Ruben, 2017).

As the higher education sector is expanding worldwide, and institutions are emerging with high increase in the number of students, these institutions also require high increase in human resources for proper management and constant growth. Consequently, leadership and human resource management studies are also in focus to improve the strategies to avoid inconsistency and flaws; and to maximize the productivity for the better future of higher education. This review paper has emphasized on the studies carried out in the past two decades to highlight the impact of leadership on human resources to achieve a high level of job satisfaction, which is believed to be the most important factor in the success of higher education institutions.

2. Literature review

2.1. Leadership

Leadership has been defined in more than 400 ways worldwide with respect to various fields of study (Sidik & Hamid, 2017). Researchers have come together and established that leadership is about motivating and directing human resources to achieve organizational goals (Gregory, 2014; Mcmullen, 2013; Kumari & Rachna, 2011). Many researchers have defined leadership in their own ways, like Iqbal et al. (2015) have described as leadership is a process by which an executive can direct, guide, and influence the behavior and work of others towards the accomplishment of specific goals in a given situation. According to Lumby (2012) a leader is usually considered to be a person who holds a position of authority, or who has the charisma and dynamism to develop a vision and inspire others to follow it. US academic environment defined as a process of social influence in which a person can enlist the aid and support of others in the accomplishment of the common task (Wikipedia, 2020). Avolio et al. (2004) defined leadership in terms of characteristics, traits, and behavior focused on a clear vision, action, ethical relationship, trustworthiness, modeling the way, congruence, and collaboration. The relationship nature of leaders with employees influences their job satisfaction, positive relationships, turnover, well being of followers, and overall organization’s performance (Boyatzis et al., 2012). Unsurprisingly, leadership behavior triggers an emotional response in the employees who lead and affects their performance ultimately (Hofmeyer et al., 2015).

Effective leadership starts with the primary aptitude to trust in him, which includes maturity, confidence, and knowledge that transforms into an intention and direction. Leadership is regarding developing ideas and thoughts, taking on responsibilities, and ambitions to take out the confidence of others (Ali, 2009). Studies have shown various styles in which a leader can perform effectively. Nevertheless, it is a constant pattern of behavior that characterizes a leader, and various leadership styles may affect the performance of the organization. The Success and growth, disappointment, and failure of the organizations have been largely attributed to the nature of the leader or leadership style of their organization (Oladipo et al., 2013). There is a need for effective leaders in today’s organizations who are aware of complications of the speedily changing international environment. When the relationship between the leader and the employees is good, the effectiveness of the employees will be high, and they can achieve highly structured tasks, and the study further discovered that when the leaders involve other members of the team in discussion with great care, they work with the highly motivated team (Nanjundeswaraswamy and Swamy, 2014).
2.2. Role of Leadership in HEIs

In the 21st century, the importance of effective leadership and successful management of educational institutions have been progressively more recognized, because leaders keep their employees engaged in their work positively which is the fulfilling, affective and motivational state of professional well-being since engaged employees enthusiastically involve in their work with high levels of energy (Arokiasamy & Tat, 2020). Leadership in higher education generally deals with the activities under which conduct and management of academics from planning and policymaking to the end of assessments (Slimane, 2012). However, educational leaders must be aware of their capacity to support social and economic growth and focus strategically on planning and practices to create short and long term opportunities for learning that will make a significant difference for individuals and their societies (Webber, 2016). The main duty of leadership involves the capacity to make the change happen. Leadership is increasingly supporting as a strategic and operational imperative within the industry to meet the raised demands and changed conditions (Røsdal, 2015). Leadership and management are considered two different, but compulsory elements of formal academic governance, individuals who play in these roles, influence the culture and learning and teaching in distinctive ways (Marshall et al., 2011).

The way leaders lead the human resources policies of an organization can influence employee’s performance, when the employees receive interpersonal treatment from their leadership could have strong influence on the employee’s perception of fairness which includes consideration of their opinions, supporting their personal interests, timely provision of feedback, explained decisions properly and applying decision making criteria constantly (Whitener, 2001). Hence, the supervisors in the organizations treat their employees fairly as they perform human resource practices and procedures that could enhance employee’s trust in the supervisor and the organization, ultimately, which will affect the employee’s level of organizational commitment positively (Laka-Mathebula, 2005).

A leader is a central figure in an institution, and leadership is the main factor connected to job satisfaction of human resources, which is linked to the process of motivation, communication, and interpersonal behavior that influence the employees to determine the organizational performance (Gregory, 2014). An organization is believed to be a good organization for the human resources where the relationship between the leader and subordinate staff is practiced at a high level because the researchers have also studied that employees are motivated by the leaders the way they treat them in an organization (Zabarauškaitė, 2012; Yuliarini et al., 2012). Hence, it is believed that leaders should provide timely feedback to the employees on the job performance so that employees may be aware of their contribution to the organization and determine their job performance as it could be enhanced in the future, where leaders do not consider it worth to provide feedback to the staff or employees do not wonder to improve the performance or not affects the performance of the organization (Gregory, 2014; Branham 2005).

A leader should support the employees by increasing their confidence level through establishing good values and beliefs to motivate the human resources and to minimize the inefficiency of the organization (Memon et al., 2016). A leader should also be fair and unbiased towards human resources because when leaders treat the employees fairly, employees experience a high level of job satisfaction. Further leaders always make efforts to establish a strong relationship with the human resources (Lin & Lin, 2011) so that employee’s response the way they are being treated, therefore leaders must build the relationship of trust and loyalty with the employees so that employees would feel keenness and passion in their work environment and job performance that will lead the employees toward the high level of job satisfaction (Sidik, & Hamid, 2017).

2.3. HRM and Job Satisfaction in HEIs

Employees are one of the key requirements of every organization because they execute a variety of functions as per their job description to run the institutions smoothly. Employees are the most essential and difficult to deal with because every person is born unique and have different characteristics. Secondly, human being manages and organizes the other resources (Vasitha & Chauhan, 2011). Since the main purpose of higher education institutions is to provide quality education and quality services to the stakeholders, this key objective can be fulfilled through the skilled and talented human resources, and due
to this reason, human resources are believed as the most valuable resources of an educational institution (Teir & Zhang, 2016).

Human resource management literature has commonly focused on commitment, job satisfaction, and organizational effectiveness (Burma, 2014). Human resource management is the institutional function that manages issues associated with all the employees in the institution who contribute individually and collectively in the accomplishment of the institution’s objectives (CRS, 2011). It’s a must for every institution to establish a separate department to manage human resources promptly and efficiently. A policy for improving the quality of manpower efficiency to drive higher value for the organizations has become the main focus (Marimuthu et al., 2009). Human Resource policies can be utilized as a vibrant tool towards success. The best strategic arrangement of employees can be achieved through efficient human resource practices (Hussain & Ahmed, 2012). This approach is expanding worldwide, and institutions are imparting various study programs on Human Resource Management to produce good quality HR professionals for every industry.

According to Androniceanu (2011), human resource management of the organizations should consider the motivation and job satisfaction of employees as the main priorities, so they can achieve medium and long term sustainable growth. However, researchers have conducted series of studies to examine the dimensions or elements that generate the level of satisfaction and dissatisfaction among the employees, and these dimensions include recognition of their hard work in terms of cash prizes or rewards, fair and timely promotions, opportunities for personal development, work environment, appropriate salary package, employees contribution to the organizational growth, provision of social welfare benefits and developing human relations, and most importantly the leaders or leadership of the organizations (Androniceanu, 2009; Karaalioğlu, & Karabulut, 2019).

The researchers Vasitha & Chauhan, (2011) made an attempt and revealed that human resource management is the study of human nature, their needs and objectives in an organization, being aware of the fact that if these human requirements are ignored, it could lead the failure of the institution to achieve the set goals for the management of the institution. Therefore, leaders in higher education institutions go a long way to improve the quality and satisfaction rate of the workforce. Hence it was recommended by the researchers that the leaders should deal with employees individually and collectively so that employees can be understood deeply, as every institution is making efforts to attract and retain the best talent from the specialist pool of human resources, so in this scenario leaders of the institutions should develop and utilize these talents up to optimum level.

Jeet & Sayeeduzzafar (2014) believe that job satisfaction is an approach that can be attained by observing and experiencing the various aspects of likes and dislikes with the work environment. An employee may define the level of satisfaction with respect to the job. Job satisfaction is a critical indicator that shows the feeling of employees about the work and level of contentment with the job. Satisfied employees are also attributed to the overall performance of the organization; hence employee job satisfaction is the key to success for the organizations. According to Bogdanova et al. (2008), human resource management policies and practices are to develop and allocate the human resource in the best possible ways to achieve the organizational long term goals in exchange of benefits and favorable work environment that motivates the employee’s and boosts their job satisfaction and performance.

3. Discussions

As leadership can be defined in many ways, it also can be practiced in different styles. In my viewpoint, all the definitions conclude that leadership is the central figure who has the power to reinforce the abilities of others and keeps everyone involved and guide them to accomplish the common task in any circumstances. A leader may adopt any style depending on the circumstances with the unchanged objective in the field of Higher Education to improve the performance and constant growth facing the challenges as one particular style does not guarantee that it will be beneficial for every institution. Therefore, it’s the responsibility of good leadership to act accordingly and utilize the manpower to strengthen the overall performance.

Human behavior plays a pivotal role in the overall performance of an organization. It enables one to satisfy at least some of their individual needs, who work in it (Vasitha & Chauhan, 2011). Employee’s salary
is another important factor, particularly for the motivation of human resources (Androniceanu, 2011). Definitely, salary is a matter of concern for every employee; however, many people don’t consider it important. When it comes to employment, recruiting officers hire suitable candidates as per the requirement of the institutions; similarly, candidates also look for definite possibilities for their professional and personal growth.

Employees will be encouraged to give their best, leading to higher job satisfaction and organizational effectiveness, when opportunities for growth and development of skills are presented (Burma, 2014). It is good practice to provide every single chance to the employees for their self development and job satisfaction. However, they will feel secure when their services are recognized. According to Ababneh (2020), researchers have studied the connection between the trust and turnover intentions of the employees, and empirical findings revealed that high trust is most likely to act as a moderator to decrease the turnover intentions. Here leadership role makes a difference by recognizing the efforts of the employees along with providing the best possible opportunities by investing in human resources and establishing the relationship of trust that will enhance the overall performance of the institution. Newcomers are a good example to justify this fact. When they start their employment career, they look for an institution where they can practice their expertise in a better way and can gain good experience and opportunities for a better future. They struggle to gain the attention of the leadership with the hope that their contribution will be recognized, and they hardly look for salary instead. Besides the recognition, they can also be rewarded with an increase in their salary and other benefits as per their performance. This is how leadership can influence the employees to do their best. Conceptual framework of the leadership role that impacts the performance of human resources to achieve a high level of job satisfaction, and efficiency of the institution is shown in figure 1.

![Figure 1. Conceptual framework](image)

There is another significant factor by which leadership can also boost the performance of an individual and overall performance of the institution by developing a strong relationship among the employees and institution. Influencing people to follow for the general cause is a relationship of trust between the leader and the human force. Therefore, the relationship between these two requires more attention to achieve the desired results in the estimated time. This relationship also defines the institution’s environment, interpersonal links amongst the employees, and the ability for long term achievements, if the relations are well established then a leader can overcome difficult challenges easily with the support of trained manpower.
4. Conclusions

In the higher education sector, leadership and human resources are two sides of a coin, both depend on each other, and both define each other equally. Leaders need followers who can achieve challenging targets, and followers need a leader who can satisfy their needs. It generates a relationship of trust and leads both to the satisfaction of each other in an appropriate manner. For overall performance of the institutions, it is necessary for the leadership to recognize the efforts of employees; their professional, social and personal needs may be incorporated in the policies and implemented for their job satisfaction; and to invest on employees to keep them equipped with the latest knowledge of technology and skillset required for their competency level on the job.
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